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Chapter 6 
 
 
Self-Regulation and Self-Supervision in the Making of Basel II 
 

 
6 Introduction 

 

By the late 1990s, the Group of Thirty (G-30) had assumed a position of considerable 

influence in the governance of the financial system. Its reputation established, the 

group boasted studies on the details of the system, covering clearance and settlement 

of securities and over-the-counter (OTC) derivative instruments that had a clear effect 

on the outcome of the respective policy processes. The G-30, therefore, found itself in a 

privileged position at the centre of the financial policy arena, providing a unique setting 

for the transnational financial policy community of public and private to operate and 

generate policy. This chapter is concerned with what a group such as the G-30 do with 

such a position of influence. As the governance field became more crowded and the 

blurring of public and private divides offered by the G-30 more commonplace, how did 

the group seek to exercise its authority and what steps did it take to maintain 

relevance? 

 

Building on its reputation on the details of the system, the G-30 proceeded with a 

smaller scale study that made a bold statement on self-regulation and self-supervision. 

In Global Institutions, National Supervision and Systemic Risk (G-30, 1997), the group 

moved away from the examination of the specifics of financial market regulation that 

characterised previous work, and towards a broader analysis of the financial system and 

its governance as a whole. The resulting study was more abstract, covered a much wider 

agenda but was a more explicitly policy document about the best way to ‘do’ global 

financial governance. 

 

The starting premise of the group’s report was straightforward: financial institutions 

were becoming increasingly global while supervision remained largely national, leaving 
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many governance gaps. John Heimann, G-30 member, initiator of the study and at the 

time Chairman of the Global Financial Institutions Group of Merrill Lynch, called the G-

30 effort a ‘grasp on the obvious’.147 The report focused on large or ‘core’ institutions 

whose activities were transnational and whose interests and concerns about 

competition also fell at that level. Against a background of a high degree of 

concentration of activity among a relatively small number of financial firms and the 

systemic risk that any failure would entail, the G-30 recommended robust mechanisms 

of self-regulation, to be complemented by market-based supervision.  

 

In its report on global institutions and systemic risk, the G-30 proposed a blueprint for 

self-regulation and self-supervision, within an efficient and cooperative public 

regulatory and supervisory framework. To a point, the G-30 was recognising existing 

practice at the global level and pushing for its institutionalisation; market-based 

supervision was increasingly taking place and therefore, it made sense to include market 

and internal mechanisms among the ‘official’ and acknowledged tools in the oversight of 

financial institutions. The report produced guidelines but the G-30 did not take 

responsibility for follow-up or implementation, leaving the ‘details’ of self-regulation 

and self-supervision to be figured out. 

 

The politics behind this initiative was evident. As more of its activity became 

transnational, the private sector had a real incentive to take the lead in shaping 

regulatory and supervisory requirements. It is significant, however, that the private 

sector worked to reach these goals through the medium of the G-30. As a microcosm of 

the transnational policy community as a whole, the G-30 report signalled agreement on 

those issues among public and private actors. While lobby groups such as the Institute 

of International Finance (IIF) were still significant venues for dealing with the details of 

regulation and supervision, public and private perceptions on what constituted 

appropriate global financial governance were shared. This is particularly significant as 

the G-30 report should be assessed in context: the initiative had the blessing of the 

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel Committee or BCBS) which at the time 

                                                 
147

 Interview with John Heimann. For the date and place of this and other research interviews referred to 
in this chapter, see the references. 
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was working on initial proposals for reforming the capital accord (the first set of 

proposals were published in 1999). In this sense, the G-30 study worked like an early 

trial for Basel II. 

 

This leads to two sets of observations. As the empirics of this chapter show, the private 

sector was able to write its own script with respect to the regulation and supervision of 

global banking and thus, there is actual capture of the policy process by private interests 

(even if it is capture of an intellectual kind). Secondly, this ‘big policy’ case study 

demonstrates that the transnational policy community is hybrid and comfortably so in a 

manner that goes beyond technical expertise alone. This community is made up of clubs 

such as the G-30 along with industry pressure groups such as the IIF, central banks and 

the Basel Committee. As elaborated upon in Chapter 3, the same individuals participate 

in the activities of all these groups. Nevertheless, there is a difference between the G-30 

prescribing a particular regulatory and supervisory framework and the Basel Committee 

effectively putting forward similar proposals. While the Basel Committee is an 

established standard-setter of accountable public officials who engage in international 

bargaining and outwardly transparent consultation processes with stakeholders, the G-

30 is a private group that has no mandate to ‘represent’ the views of the financial 

community (or anyone else), let alone influence policy. That the G-30 was in a position 

to mould the direction of policy is evidence of authority in the hands of private actors 

and of the informal and apolitical club model politics that prevailed. 

 

The chapter proceeds with a discussion of the policy issues relating to global institutions 

and systemic risk, and places the G-30 report in context with respect to other policy 

initiatives, both public and private. The analysis continues with an overview of the G-30 

report and its recommendations and an assessment, including in tracing the influence of 

the central concepts of the study. Against this background, the chapter moves to a 

concrete discussion of the links between the G-30 report and the work of the Basel 

Committee, and Basel II as a policy outcome. The chapter shows that private interests 

had by the time of the Basel II debate been fully internalised by the transnational 

financial policy community and that the G-30 was instrumental in that process. Having 

contributed to the emergence of a transnational policy community through 
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institutionalising public-private interaction at the decision-making level, and having 

moved these discussions to the global level, it became an actor that was influential in its 

own right, while being typical of the changing nature of global financial governance.  

 

Club model politics helps explain this process by identifying the mechanisms through 

which governance is generated, by delineating whose views matter and how and by 

recognising the locations of policy, in this case, the G-30 study as a test case for Basel II. 

Narrower than the transnational policy community which is directly linked to a 

particular office and formal function, it also helps identify how affinity, prestige and 

shared professional principles trump affiliation and produce coherence and 

cohesiveness in the transnational policy community itself. 

  

6.1 Defining the Policy Issues: Global Institutions, National Supervision and 

Systemic Risk 

 

The G-30 Report went to the heart of questions relating to the nature of regulation and 

supervision, advocating industry participation in the formulation and implementation of 

both. The two are quite distinct functions: regulation refers to the “establishment of 

specific rules of behaviour’ while supervision to the ‘more general oversight of financial 

firms’ behaviour” (Goodhart et al., 1998: xvii). Self-regulatory practices have, to varied 

degrees, long been commonplace in finance; as previously discussed, some countries 

have a strong national tradition of self-regulation and a culture of dialogue between the 

public and the private sectors (Hancher and Moran, 1989: 280). Such traditions exist in 

many systems: “regulation is, characteristically, a public function done by private 

interests” (Moran, 1991: 14). The trend accelerated during the time period covered in 

this dissertation as, following the analysis in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, best practice 

standards formulated and promoted by private groups were endorsed and appropriated 

by formal actors. Self-supervision, on the other hand, was a more novel step. Official 

supervisory efforts were traditionally complemented by a market discipline only 

implicitly, however, in the late 1990s, the trend was for supervision to rely on the 

consistent use of increasingly improved and complex internal models and risk-

management techniques.  
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The G-30 report and the ideas that it espoused were debated and endorsed by a wide 

variety of actors. Once more, the G-30 initiative fitted within the wider policy process. 

The G-30 study was organised, published and promoted in an environment where other 

actors were doing work guided by similar preoccupations about regulation and 

supervision. The G-30 study covered common ground with a report prepared by the IIF, 

the global banking industry interest group (IIF, 1997). The work of the G-30 also 

paralleled official efforts. 1995 saw the creation of the Joint Forum on Financial 

Conglomerates, which brought together the Basel Committee, the International 

Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) and the International Association of 

Insurance Supervisors (IAIS). The Joint Forum’s mandate was the elaboration of 

principles of supervision of financial conglomerates which no longer neatly adhered to a 

banking/securities/insurance categorisation.148 The G-30 focus on global institutions 

mirrored that trend and was explicit in its identification of large complex conglomerates 

(and those alone) as the principal potential source of systemic risk. 

 

The G-30 report was also informally linked to developments in the Basel process of 

revising capital adequacy requirements (and what became the Basel II accord). The 

study was planned and finalised in light of informal (and quiet) discussions with the 

Basel Committee. There was discreet consultation in order to articulate 

recommendations that best represented the mood of the transnational policy 

community and thus provide a useful public good to the community.149 The G-30 tested 

its proposals with the public regulators and supervisors who, in turn, had the 

opportunity to witness the reaction to the G-30 report while preparing proposals for the 

new accord. 

 

 

                                                 
148

 For a rare discussion of the role and limitations of the Joint Forum, see Porter (2003). 
149

 Information on the informal consultation between the G-30 and those responsible for similar efforts in 
the context of the Basel process was provided by interviews with G-30 members and especially, report 
Chair John Heimann and long-term member Peter Kenen. The process, facilitated by the close-knit nature 
of the transnational policy community, the G-30 club setting and the overlap of personnel between the 
various policy locations was also explicitly referred to in the G-30 annual report of 1997 (G-30, 1998). This 
was corroborated in interviews with IIF staff and staff at the Basel Committee secretariat. 
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The topic as defined by the G-30 report merited particular attention because a troubled 

global institution had the potential to cause systemic risk through a cross-infection from 

a problem in one part of the system to another. Problems could arise from human error 

but also, changes in market circumstances. It was thus considered important for 

supervision to rely on sound internal models of risk assessment and risk management. 

Formally, the attention to systemic risk was intended to safeguard against “wasteful” 

financial instability (Crockett, 2000: 4). It was understood that a serious crisis could 

require the involvement of public authorities and further, public bailouts.150 

 

The background to this initiative mirrors observations about the transnational policy 

community discussed in the context of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Through a process of 

transnationalisation and private interest internalisation, public officials had come to 

support industry initiatives and saw their own role that follow their own supervisory 

role as one of reflecting, but not leading market practice.151 There was also general 

agreement that as rigid rules could be harmful to innovation, private sector standards of 

best practice, where possible, were preferred (Goodhart et al., 1998: 50). Through 

formal contact, as in the case of the Basel Committee, semi-formal, as in the setting of 

the G-30, or informal, based on personal relations and unofficial meetings, specialist 

policy-makers developed shared goals and understandings for the governance of global 

finance (cf. Picciotto, 1996: 114-115). Club model politics in settings such as the G-30 

provided the mechanisms for agreement on policy direction and outcomes and also, 

acted as an exclusion zone for alternative points of view. The club model also added an 

additional veneer of respectability to the initiative that could not be achieved through 

an effort that was clearly identifiable as public or private and shielded the industry from 

accusations of capture. The G-30, counting among its members individuals with strong 

public sector credentials, played an important role in this respect. Paul Volcker, former 

Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and G-30 Chairman at the time of this study 

noted that “some people think that any regulation is bad”, adding that he saw “a 

                                                 
150

 It is notable that at the time of those discussions, no concerns were voiced regarding the 
contradictions of microprudential requirements in line with risk assessment and management and 
systemic consequences of herd behaviour that these entail during a downturn.  
151

 These points were corroborated in interviews with US officials at the Federal Reserve and the Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency.  
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distinct correlation between those who take this view most avidly and those who come 

to the government for help when they get in trouble” (Smalhout, 1997: 127). Likewise, 

members stressed that an appropriate framework for global financial governance 

should have space for the private sector to influence policy but not take ownership of 

regulation.152 The final product is indicative of the extent to which private sector 

regulatory and supervisory preferences had actually been internalised by the 

transnational policy community. 

 

6.2 The G-30 Study: Global Financial Institutions and their Governance 

 

The G-30 report on global institutions and systemic risk started from the premise that 

the “global operations of major financial institutions and markets [had] outgrown the 

national accounting, legal and supervisory systems on which the safety and soundness 

of individual institutions and the financial system rely” (G-30, 1997: v). The report 

defined systemic risk as the “risk of a sudden, unanticipated event that would damage 

the financial system to such an extent that economic activity in the wider economy 

would suffer” (G-30, 1997: 3). The study focused specifically on international systemic 

risk (G-30, 1997: 4) and found that while “the history of official intervention [in times of 

crisis] is reassuring”, more and better “preventive measures” should be in place (G-30, 

1997: 5). To this end, the study examined “core institutions”, that is “large, 

internationally-active commercial banks, which are major participants in large-value 

payment systems, along with the largest investment banks which are key participants in 

the clearing and settlement systems for globally-traded securities” (G-30, 1997: 7). The 

study stressed appropriate risk management but accepted that “market discipline 

require[d] the possibility of failure” (G-30, 1997: 9); the optimal number of failures in a 

system did not have to be zero. 

 

6.2.1  The G-30 recommendations 

The report put forward specific recommendations, intended to be used as guidelines for 

the design of an enhanced global regulatory and supervisory framework. The first 

                                                 
152

 Interview with Andrew Crockett. 
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recommendation made the case for global institutions to “take the lead in developing a 

global framework for comprehensive and effective management controls, in 

cooperation with supervisors and as a continuing exercise” (G-30, 1997: 12). This 

proposal highlighted the importance of a sound internal risk management structure and 

underlined the value of knowledge and expertise, in which inevitably, practitioners had 

and have an advantage. The second recommendation pushed for a “single, 

independent, external audit firm or firm group” to review an institution’s global 

activities and for “more consistent and meaningful disclosure of financial and risk 

information on a global, consolidated basis” (G-30, 1997: 16). The third 

recommendation addressed the reduction of legal risk through netting and helpful 

insolvency procedures (G-30, 1997: 18) and the fourth focused on the role of 

supervisors, advocating that they “should agree upon a lead coordinator for global 

firms, apply a global review framework to all parts of a financial group and agree upon 

consistent reporting requirements for global firms” (G-30, 1997: 20). This proposal 

included instructions on dialogue between public officials and industry practitioners, 

adapted remuneration schemes for supervisors in order to ensure up-to-date skills, 

coordination of supervision, and incentives offered to financial institutions, such as 

differentiating between good and bad performers (G-30, 1997: 20-22). The final 

recommendation urged supervisors to put together standards for exchanges and 

clearance and settlement systems. 

 

As part of the exercise, the G-30 undertook a survey of practices in global financial 

institutions. The survey revealed several industry concerns but also contradictions: 

participant institutions accepted that a severe systemic disturbance could take place, 

giving it a probability of one in five over the period of the following five years. At the 

same time, however, they did not view such an event as a threat to their own continued 

existence, or that of their counterparties (G-30, 1997: 40). Moreover, the survey 

specified that industry participants were eager supporters of standards but did not wish 

to see those over-specified or formalised, as no one model would be appropriate for all 

institutions (G-30, 1997: 44). 
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The report was prepared by a study group chaired by Lord Alexander and John Heimann, 

at the time Chairmen of NatWest Group and the Global Financial Institutions Group of 

Merrill Lynch respectively. They were joined in this project by five public sector officials, 

eleven industry executives, two academics and John Walsh, Executive Director of the G-

30. The balance of this study group, as was the case in previous efforts, strongly 

favoured the private sector. But this study group was more representative of the 

transnational financial policy community as a whole. The public officials who 

participated in this exercise included some highly positioned individuals such as Sir 

Andrew Large, then Chairman of the now superseded UK Securities and Investments 

Board, Arthur Levitt, at the time Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, 

and William McDonough, then President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. 

Moreover, the group included some private sector representatives with strong public 

sector credentials: Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa whose professional life was primarily 

spent in the public sector and Brian Quinn, until recently Deputy Governor of the Bank 

of England. In addition to the Executive Secretary, four G-30 members participated in 

the study group. In this sense, the G-30 did not act as a venue for a private sector 

exercise as could be concluded in the case of the study on over-the-counter derivatives 

but could claim strong official input as well. 

 

The main thesis of the report was that financial modernisation was the best way to limit 

systemic risk. John Walsh argued that the study summarised a key trend: the private 

sector needed to be more actively involved and supervisors could no longer have the 

lead in supervision. The G-30 thus articulated a principle that people knew but that had 

to be stated.153 As the results of the industry survey showed, financial institutions 

trusted their counterparties though they only had partial knowledge of their risk 

management attitudes. Acknowledging that this approach was far from effective, the G-

30 report offered a framework that “implie[d] that supervisors [would] rely to a much 

greater extent on the institutions that they supervise, and that the institutions 

themselves [would] accept the responsibility to improve the structure of, and discipline 

imposed by, their internal control functions” (Heimann and Alexander, 1997: 87). 

                                                 
153

 Interview with John Walsh. 
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6.2.2  The G-30 study in context 

As with previous efforts, the G-30 study on global institutions and systemic risk was 

extensively covered in the financial press, which praised its proposals and insight 

(Banker, 1997, Smalhout, 1997, Financial Times, 1997b). Commentators in the financial 

media put the study in the context of the wider work of the G-30 and explained that the 

status of the group and the general quality of the advice provided by the G-30 in past 

projects assured a favourable environment for G-30 recommendations as the group 

“command respect” (Financial Times, 1997a).  

 

The G-30 did not embark on this project independently. A few months prior to the 

publication of the G-30 study, the IIF issued its Report of the Task Force on 

Conglomerate Supervision (IIF, 1997) which advocated developments in supervision 

along similar lines. The IIF’s recommendations included a focus on “globally active 

financial institutions”, transition to supervisory practices based on risk analysis, 

coordination among supervisors and upgrading of their technical ability, and increased 

use of disclosure, both in confidential and regulatory reporting (IIF, 1997: 5-6). Similar 

concerns were mirrored in the official work of the Joint Forum; the main issues under 

consideration were coordination among supervisors and assessment of the “fitness and 

propriety of managers, directors and major shareholders” (Joint Forum, 1999: 1).  

 

The regulatory and supervisory trends at a national level also reflected the principles 

advocated by the G-30 study. In the United States, the focus had been on “large, 

complex banking organisations” (LCBOs). Market discipline was actively encouraged: “it 

is important to make clear that it is the boards of directors and senior management of 

financial institutions – not the regulators - who must be responsible for ensuring that 

their companies provide seamless and high-quality service” (McDonough, 1999: 2-3). 

Alan Greenspan, then Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board has spoken of how 

“obsolete” banking rules could be (Financial Times, 2000) and Laurence Meyer, a former 

Governor of the Federal Reserve Board summarised the Federal Reserve position as 

follows: “we have limited public policy choices for large and complex organisations. 

Choice 1: we can accept systemic risk as a cost of having large, global organisations in 
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the marketplace. Choice 2: in order to limit systemic risk, we can adopt very detailed 

regulation and supervision programmes that include a growing list of prohibitions. 

Choice 3: we can rely more on market discipline to supplement capital reforms and can 

maintain a level of supervision similar to the one we have today. Given the choices, we 

simply must try market discipline” (Meyer, 2000a: 2-3). The United States had a clear 

lead in its public endorsement of the merits of self-regulation and self-supervision. 

Regulators and supervisors in other countries also moved in that direction, however. In 

the United Kingdom, the Financial Services Authority (FSA) developed a special division 

focusing on “complex groups” and elsewhere, authorities drew attention to the 

advantages of disclosure and transparency.154 

 

The principles of self-regulation and self-supervision espoused by the G-30 study could 

also be found in the broader work of the international standard-setters that are part of 

the Basel process. The Basel Committee, IOSCO, IAIS and the Committee on the Global 

Financial System of the G-10 central banks set up a multidisciplinary working group on 

enhanced disclosure. In its final report, the group promoted improved disclosure 

practices regarding exposure to and measurement of risk. It concentrated in particular 

on three themes: the right balance between quantitative and qualitative disclosures, the 

importance of consistency in risk assessment and disclosure methods, and the regular 

release of information (Multidisciplinary working group on enhanced disclosure, 2001: 

8-10). The Basel Committee also undertook to survey public disclosures by banks, 

covering quantitative, strategic and methodological information. (Basel Committee, 

2002). Lastly, the Committee on the Global Financial System produced an industry 

survey of stress testing (Committee on the Global Financial System, 2001).155 

 

  

                                                 
154

 Interviews with officials in regulatory and supervisory agencies in the United States, the United 
Kingdom and the Netherlands. 

155
 The Chairman of the Committee on the Global Financial system at that time was Yutaka Yamaguchi, 

Deputy Governor of the Bank of Japan and a G-30 member. 
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6.3 Core issues in the G-30 Study – Regulation as Risk Management (continued) 

 

The above analysis indicates that the G-30 study and its proposals on self-regulation and 

self-supervision were consistent with prevailing thinking in the transnational policy 

community. The study became an important consultative document in policy circles but 

the influence of the report was achieved through informal mechanisms. The impact of 

the report lay in it being an integral part of a broader policy effort. The principles 

promoted by the G-30 were replicated in the work of more formal (and less ad hoc) 

actors. What follows is a more detailed discussion of these ideas and the policy 

implications. 

 

The G-30 report put the emphasis on expert knowledge, for practitioners and public 

sector officials alike. The private sector, being at the forefront of developments of 

instruments and techniques, had a clear advantage in terms of know-how. It also 

offered an appealing pay scale and performance-related bonuses, both of which helped 

attract those most qualified and competent. Matching this know-how, or even attaining 

sufficient expertise to monitor activity is a continuous challenge for the official sector.156 

In the United States, the Federal Reserve has been relatively successful at recruiting and 

retaining competent staff, while other public agencies have found it harder to offer 

packages could compete with the remuneration levels of the private sector. Many 

agencies had that been implementing the type of training followed by banking staff, 

despite its expense. They also used secondments with financial institutions and pursued 

aggressive recruitment; in the United Kingdom, the FSA employed former industry staff, 

individuals with supervisory expertise, people with a quantitative background and 

information technology specialists.157 

 

The G-30 study made internal risk management a regulatory and supervisory tool, 

despite the shortcomings associated with the models in question. Value-at-risk (VaR), a 

                                                 
156

 This is a point amply documented in light of the financial crisis but it was consistently emphasised 
throughout the period of this study during interviews with public sector officials both in the United States 
and the United Kingdom.  
157

 Research interviews with public sector officials in the United States and the United Kingdom 
(interviews with Gregory Eller, Michael Brosnan and Alan Cathcart). 
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model first developed for the quantitative calculation of market risk was seen as a 

dependable tool and well suited to disclosure. VaR is a summary risk number that does 

not reveal anything about strategy, what markets an institution is active in or the 

direction in which it is positioned. But, as the financial crisis has since revealed, these 

models are less reliable under conditions of high volatility and the data they use limits 

their validity to ‘normal’ times. Measurement of other types of risk also eventually 

relied on VaR. Applied to determine credit risk exposure, “the process of modelling 

credit risk [was] still as much art as science for most banks”, however (Meyer, 2000b: 4). 

Assessing operational risk was even more problematic.158 Finally, models are only ever 

as good as the people operating them. Disclosure, both quantitative and qualitative as 

advocated by the G-30 study, related to risk management models and techniques. But 

there was an underlying assumption of more informal market discipline mechanisms at 

play also. Financial institutions are often in a position to monitor the activities of their 

rivals; Wall Street and the City are small communities where gossip, the free movement 

of employees (especially loan officers and traders) and competition for the same clients 

all reveal a lot about a firm’s overall policy.159  

 

This analysis of the main themes of the G-30 report and their relevance with relation to 

the practices and principles of the wider transnational policy community leads to four 

sets of observations. Firstly, in the case of this study, specific agreement on the issues 

and implementation of the proposals were less important than espousal of the key 

principles of self-regulation and self-supervision advocated in the report. The club 

model served to generate consensus among public and private sector officials in the 

preparation of the proposals on global institutions and systemic risk. Secondly, club 

model politics as seen through the G-30 helped foster agreement and coherence. The 

                                                 
158

 There was, in the late 1990s,  a clear divide in expectations on operational risk modelling. In interviews, 
Robert Moritz of PricewaterhouseCoopers was very optimistic about models in general, and a figure on 
operational risk in particular. Officials at the Nederlandsche Bank (Ad Huijser and Klaas Knot) maintained 
that it would take about twenty-five years for accurate models to be in place, and Richard Boulton of the 
FSA called it a ‘philosophical question’. For an analysis on the “invention of operational risk”, see Power 
(2005). 

159
 In an interview, Timothy Wilson, an executive of Morgan Stanley, argued that when a large institution 

is in trouble, the market tends to identify it first. Public authorities may react or ignore signals for political 
reasons. 
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diffusion of skills, the importance of keeping up with the practice and theory of financial 

innovation and the promotion of understanding of what is appropriate financial 

governance became so ingrained that there was, by the late 1990s, nothing 

controversial about the club model. In the words of one Federal Reserve official, “it is 

the relationships that are important, not people’s positions”.160 In this context, 

therefore, the job description of club members would not have mattered for how they 

understood the issues. Thirdly, the club also helped transcend the national/international 

divide – members forged transnational ties, whereby links with counterparts abroad are 

both strong and relevant: large financial conglomerates share common goals with other 

(foreign) institutions of similar size and sophistication more so than they do with the 

rest of their (national) financial sector; similarly, regulators and supervisors are closer to 

other members of the central banking community than they are to public bodies in their 

national context. Finally, the institutional framework within which the G-30 operated 

can be said to be one of coordinated standard-setting: the Basel Committee, IOSCO and 

IAIS acted as formal coordination mechanisms while less formally, governance was 

generated through the interaction of the regulators and supervisors, the private sector 

(large conglomerates and global lobbying groups such as the IIF) and a community of 

experts.  

 

6.4  The Making of Basel II 

 

As has been discussed above, the G-30 report served an important function by ‘testing’ 

the ground in the preparation of the revised capital adequacy framework being 

undertaken by the Basel Committee, known as Basel II. The development of the Basel 

Committee as an influential actor in global financial governance has been well 

documented, whether in terms of articulation of respective state interests (Kapstein, 

1991; Wood, 2005; Drezner, 2007; Simmons et al., 2008) or in relation to network 

governance (Marcussen 2007). Most approaches, however, tend to overlook the role of 

private actors, though these have been instrumental in shaping both the process of 

governance and the final policy content of Basel II. Yet as the analysis in this chapter 

                                                 
160

 Confidential interview with official at the Federal Reserve Board. 
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explains, this is not a straight story of private sector influence. Rather, private actors 

have become an integral part of the transnational policy community in charge of global 

financial governance.  

 

Indeed the work of the G-30 led to intensified and arguably, institutionalised policy 

functions for private actors in the development and eventually the content of Basel II. 

This is exemplified most strikingly through the role of the IIF in the process. The 

organisation played an active consultative role in the drafting, revision and final version 

of Basel II. Beyond its formal role in the extensive consultation process, the IIF was 

regularly sounded out and offered consistent feedback, including providing expertise on 

highly technical issues; it also, more informally, provided an up-to-date and uniform 

overview of private sector preferences and reactions. The end result was that IIF 

preferences for market-generated standards and self-regulatory oversight solutions 

were internalised in the Basel process, and that consequently, large sophisticated banks 

were the best placed and best suited to the ensuing proposals. The IIF represents a wide 

variety of institutions (both in terms of size and geographical scope) but in essence, its 

positions, especially on questions relating to the Basel process, reflected those of the 

big financial players. The predominance of the interests of those players was manifest in 

the final text of Basel II. But the consultative process itself was indicative of the growing 

policy role of the IIF: the interaction had no typical pattern but took the form of 

standard responses to official documents and press releases, private letters, as well as 

face-to-face meetings. These informal meetings in particular allowed for an exchange of 

views with senior Basel Committee members and proved consistently fruitful in moving 

the accord forward. It was widely acknowledged that such informal procedures, 

including consultation about what constituted best practice, while not formally 

documented, were an essential part of the process. 

 

Basel II, agreed in 2004 after a long period of consultation can be interpreted as the 

perfect example of regulatory and supervisory capture: it benefited big players, did not 

include tough regulation and its complex approaches were a clear market entry barrier. 

Basel II was developed on the basis of a three-pillar framework and with the 

understanding that banking rules must reflect the needs and sophistication of large 
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global financial institutions. The pillars, minimum capital requirements, supervisory 

review and market discipline formally aimed to deliver an Accord more suitable to 

financial practices (Basel Committee 2004). 

 

The first pillar (and by far the meatiest part of the accord) dealt with minimum capital 

requirements. It offered provisions for banks, with the approval of their supervisors, to 

self-assess capital adequacy requirements on the basis of the complexity of their 

activities and the status of their internal risk management systems. The largest global 

conglomerates, (arguably the most sophisticated but also the least risk-averse), were to 

be subject to market-based regulatory arrangements – in essence, internal risk 

management practices were institutionalised and financial institutions which could 

show that they had well-developed internal systems were relieved from additional 

costly regulatory requirements. The second pillar focused on the supervisory review 

process, proposing practices that allowed supervisors to evaluate banks’ risk 

management techniques and internal procedures and encouraging continuous dialogue 

between the private and the public sectors. This had long been the practice in the 

United States but the inclusion of the pillar in Basel II formalised the practice of market-

based supervision and encouraged bank-by-bank risk analysis instead of broad 

supervisory principles, rules and direction. Finally, the third pillar aimed to strengthen 

disclosure requirements and market discipline by improving transparency provisions to 

market participants, including access to qualitative information on risk management and 

measurement, and hence on the capital adequacy of the institution. 

 

In developing Basel II, it can be said that banking regulators and supervisors had three 

key aims. In the first place, the Basel Committee wished to be responsive to the needs 

of institutions and designed a capital requirements framework that relied on best 

practice in internal systems for identifying and measuring exposure to risk, all the while 

acknowledging that different firms require different types of treatment. Secondly, the 

Committee set up a framework for active supervision of banks’ internal practices, 

eschewing rules for a risk-based system of examinations, case-by-case assessments and 

partnership among the regulators and the regulated. Thirdly, the Committee attempted 

to encourage market discipline mechanisms, by providing guidelines for improved 
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disclosure and transparency. These aims directly reflect the proposals of the original G-

30 study and helped consolidate a system of regulation and supervision which has the 

interests of transnational financial institutions at its core. 

 

The seemingly technical and apolitical character of Basel II obfuscated important 

distributive issues (including for the private sector, Simmons, 2006) and significant costs 

for developing countries (Claessens et al., 2008). The Basel II process, by emphasising 

public consultation over a five-year period, gained a reputation for rigidity, and was 

compared to “trade negotiations” (Tarullo, 2008) and even the United Nations.161 Yet 

the formal process was supported by a long-established understanding on the key 

principles. Regular and informal public-private sector interaction affects issue-specific 

policy outcomes but against the background of a transnational policy community, it can 

have a substantial impact on long-term policy directions. In this context, what the G-30 

exercise shows is the lack of obvious ‘advocacy’ in pursuit of the principles at the core of 

Basel II on behalf of the private sector. On the principles, the transnational policy 

community was in agreement. 

 

6.5 Early Tests and Evolving Practices 

 

The principles of self-regulation and self-supervision promoted in the G-30 study and 

espoused by the transnational policy community were tested in the immediate 

aftermath of the publication of the report by the Asian crisis and, in 1998, by the 

collapse of the hedge fund LTCM, which was based on precisely the sort of modelling at 

the core of Basel II. Yet neither set of events altered attitudes with regards to the level 

and type of regulation and supervision of global institutions. The Asian crisis did not 

threaten the survival of major financial institutions and so any lessons for large and 

transnationally active banks were limited to questions of transparency and improved 

disclosure, and the merits of cross-border cooperation among officials and between 

officials and the private sector (Heimann, 1999).  
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The failure of LTCM was more problematic for the accepted wisdom on regulatory and 

supervisory practices relating to global institutions. LTCM, a hedge fund founded in 

1993, was the brainchild of a respected trader, a former Federal Reserve official, and the 

1997 Nobel Prize laureates for economics.162 LTCM’s portfolio suffered following the 

Russian default of August 1998 and in five weeks, the hedge fund had lost a sizeable $4 

billion, leaving its counterparties, mainly global New York-based institutions exposed. 

Concern rose that the collapse of the fund could have serious systemic repercussions 

and as a result, the Federal Reserve orchestrated a rescue package of the order of $3.65 

billion of banks’ own money. The failure of LTCM demonstrated that blind reliance on 

theoretical models could be dangerous163 and illustrated the nature of systemic risk 

beyond a global core by showing that an increasing number of institutions mattered 

because of their interconnections with banks and securities firms. Finally, it gave an 

early indication of what market actors expected of public authorities in terms of 

intervention. This confidence in self-regulation and self-supervision, even when the 

deficiencies of the system were under the spotlight, was arguably facilitated by the 

economic climate of the 1990s. After numerous financial system glitches in the 1980s, 

economic fundamentals were seen as sound and the financial system overall was 

considered healthy, especially in the United States. This gave the Federal Reserve 

considerable room for manoeuvre in pushing its preference for self-regulation and self-

supervision. 

 

At the same time, the G-30 report was at the origin of further private sector activity in 

the promotion of self-regulation and self-supervision. Firstly, groups such as the 

Bankers’ Roundtable found renewed impetus; renamed the Financial Services 

Roundtable, this US interest group altered its traditional setting in order to better reflect 

financial realities and included non-US members with considerable US holdings and for 

the first time, securities firms.164 A different type of initiative was that of the 

Counterparty Risk Management Policy Group (CRMPG). Chaired by Gerald Corrigan, 
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Managing Director of Goldman Sachs,165 the group brought together twelve leading 

financial firms and produced a study on credit risk management practices (CRMPG, 

1999). Another private sector group, the Working Group on Public Disclosure (or Shipley 

Group) issued a report on strong disclosure practices by banks and securities firms.166 

 

Absent from the policy process were any serious discussions on the effects of a potential 

crisis, and public involvement in particular. “In systemic crises, if the integrity of the 

banking system is to be maintained, public funds often must be used to resolve bank 

failures” (Goodhart et al., 1998: 118). Public authorities have traditionally assumed 

functions of lender-of-last-resort for illiquid institutions and provided a safety net for 

the protection of consumers. More awkward was the more ‘unofficial’ role of central 

banks as rescuers of insolvent institutions considered ‘too-big-to-fail’. The ‘core’ 

institutions referred to in the G-30 report were always likely to fall in this category. In 

the absence of a clear pattern of private sector accountability, the “cost of the public 

sector support for the global financial industry is not properly internalised by the 

industry” (Steinherr, 1998: 282). This opened up the possibility that public funds could 

be used for the rescue of private financial institutions facing insolvency, with clear 

repercussions for taxpayers, as the recent financial crisis demonstrated.  

 

In this context, it is also important to differentiate between ‘private sector’ and ‘market’ 

and consequently, between self-supervision and market discipline. Despite the 

emphasis on transparency both in the G-30 report and the subsequent Basel II 

documentation, there were serious doubts as to whether market discipline was being 

seriously pursued by either the public or the private sector. Opponents of Basel II 

highlighted the shortcomings of the Basel II framework and advocated a subordinated 

debt requirement, whereby banks would need to secure their assets with a proportion 

of uninsured long-term subordinated debt; the yields on this debt would indicate both 

risk appetite and market circumstances (Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee, 
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2001). In economic terms, market discipline would have amounted to much more than 

transparency and disclosure: “transparency of risk and capital positions; incentives to 

process information; formulation of unbiased estimates of the probability of default 

reflected in appropriate price and quantity sanctions; and bank responses to increase in 

price and/or reduction in quantity by reducing exposure or increasing capital” (Herring, 

2003). Policy content as sketched by the G-30 and produced by the Basel Committee did 

not address these issues. Political considerations in relation to safety nets and deposit 

insurance and the central bank function of lender of last resort, especially for 

institutions that are ‘too-big-to-fail’ were not treated seriously by the transnational 

policy community, providing implicit security to the private sector. 

 

6.6 Conclusions 

 

This chapter examined the G-30 project on global institutions and systemic risk and 

established that with this study, the G-30 made a bold statement on self-regulation and 

also, self-supervision. The group modified its role by moving away from reports that 

scrutinised specific aspects of the financial markets and produced precise 

recommendations and follow-up reviews of implementation. The group’s projects on 

clearance and settlement of securities and OTC derivatives were considered successful 

in that the proposals were duly implemented and provided a benchmark for best 

practice. In the case of the study on global institutions and systemic risk, the group did 

not offer specific solutions; rather, it presented bold policy directions. The G-30 was no 

longer interested in taking credit for the adoption of concrete proposals and instead, 

looked to the principles of its study to shape the regulatory and supervisory framework. 

In that sense, the G-30 relied on more informal mechanisms of influence and made its 

case less on originality or precision/uniqueness of expert knowledge and more on the 

basis of its pedigree and the prestige and connections of its members and study group 

participants.  

 

The chapter argued that self-regulation and self-supervision as advocated by the G-30 

became the policy preference adopted by the transnational policy community at large, 

as manifested in the making of the Basel II capital adequacy requirements. The chapter 
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underlined that the work of the group was instrumental in the effort to substantially 

alter regulatory and supervisory practices, and that it worked as a ‘tester’ and prepared 

the ground for Basel II. The G-30 report materialised and informed policy because the G-

30 had already established itself as an authoritative actor. This suggests that delegation 

of authority to a non-formal actor on matters that appear technical and specialised can 

legitimise private sector involvement and lead to influence over issues of wider 

significance, thus altering the role of the private sector in governance from one of 

providing expert advice to one of articulating policy preferences and eventually 

producing actual policy. This need not be understood as a ‘grand project’ but rather, as 

a ‘cautionary tale’ of what happens when delegation of authority and the internalisation 

of private interests in the policy process become the norm. Note that this does not 

imply an absence of deliberate influence, however. It is the role of the transnational 

policy community to ‘do’ policy and members of the community seek influence for their 

ideas. 

 

The chapter also highlights the relative absence of the ‘politics’ from debates on 

financial governance. What is surprising in the acceptance of policy principles and 

directions that rely so firmly on private sector competence while maintaining a 

comfortable safety net is the lack of a more comprehensive discussion on the merits of 

self-regulation and self-supervision as long-term policy practices, indeed, the absence of 

political conflict. In addition to arguments about the low visibility of finance (Helleiner, 

1994), club model politics can help explain how the policy location was defined in such a 

manner as to shield the transnational policy community from political debates. In a 

confidential environment, the club model determined which actors were to be 

consulted on the regulation and supervision of global financial institutions, and who 

commanded the necessary respect for their skills and expertise, as well as their financial 

clout. As such, the club model also explains why the capture of the policy process 

(intellectual or otherwise) remained unnoticed or unquestioned.  

 

With this study on global institutions and systemic risk, and its connection to the Basel II 

process, the G-30 sought to maintain its position as a club at the centre of the 

transnational policy community, to remain a location for experts to meet and discuss 
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policy, and a vehicle for the articulation, dissemination and legitimisation of policy 

directions in an increasingly crowded field. Direct influence was not the main purpose of 

the activity; but in shaping the debate and establishing the merits of self-regulation and 

self-supervision, the group sought to ensure long-term relevance and remain useful to 

its members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  




